
Intern - Product Management Shop Applications (m/w/d)
Hamburg, Germany
Intern

Job Description

We are currently looking for an Intern in Product Management (m/f/d) to support our Shop Applications
Team for 5-6 months.

The Shop Applications Team constantly improves the App, Mobile Website and Desktop Website. These big-
scale products are each visited by several million people every month. The team’s focus is to provide the
most inspiring, convenient, intuitive, and easy-to-use shopping experience for our customers. They constantly
challenge themselves to raise the bar of what is “state of the art” in customer-facing products.

Challenges the team will be working on in the next 12 months:

Improving the customer experience by continuously implementing new features, optimizing user flow, and
increasing technical performance
Optimizing the eCommerce performance based on A/B Tests and KPI goals 
 

What you will do

Support the feature delivery pipeline (e.g. gather requirements, write tickets, support with decisions and
implementation, ensure release quality, and measure the outcome of changes)
Work data-driven, based on reports and analyses for deriving actions that are truly oriented towards our
customers' needs
Be part of the international product team and provide features to an audience of millions of users
With growing experience, take over responsibilities for own projects to optimize our products
Work in an agile and international environment based on Scrum and Kanban methods

Who you are

Enrolled student (or gap year)
Analytical and efficient way of thinking
Fast understanding of complex tasks with many variables and high uncertainty
Solution-oriented and out-of-the-box thinking
Driven to take over responsibility
Fluent English skills (spoken & written)

Nice to have:

Cursory knowledge in software development and agile methods
B i k l d / d di i i

https://www.aboutyou.de/


Basic knowledge/understanding in programming

 

What you will get on top

Grow together with one of the fastest growing eCommerce companies in Europe
Flexible working times
40% discount on our online shop
Fresh fruits + drinks everywhere
Language courses (German & English)
Free sports courses & reduced price for gym membership
Subsidized public transportation ticket
Free choice of hardware and operating system (Mac, Windows, Linux) also for private usage
State-of-the-art tech stack running on AWS
Modern office in the city center of Hamburg
International working environment and English as company language
Company flats (subject to availability)
Agile work environment (MOVE) and cross-functional teams
Free access to Germany’s greatest developer conference code.talks
German health insurance included
Help in relocation and VISA process

 

YOU ARE THE CORE OF ABOUT YOU. 
We take responsibility for creating an inclusive and exceptional environment where all genders, nationalities
and ethnicities feel welcomed and accepted exactly as they are. We believe that a diverse workforce
essentially contributes to the ABOUT YOU culture. In order to maintain talent and diversity, we emphasize
the care for physical health, mental health and overall well-being. Our values and work ethics essentially
contribute to our brand mission: empower acceptance and shape an inclusive, fair and circular fashion
culture.

 

We are looking forward to receiving your application – preferably via our online application portal! Thus, we
can ensure a faster process and for you it is very easy to upload your application documents.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wzm_MQGTqV8

